
Characters D6 / TK-343 (Imperial TK Stormtrooper)

Name: TK-343

Died: c. 18 BBY, Weyland

Species: Human

Affiliation(s): Galactic Empire, Stormtrooper Corps

Dexterity: 2D

        Blaster: 4D

        Dodge: 4D

        Brawling Parry: 4D

        Vehicle Blasters: 3D

Knowledge: 2D

        Survival; Jungle: 3D

Perception: 2D

        Search: 2D+2

Strength: 2D

        Brawling: 3D

Mechanical: 2D

        Communications: 3D

Technical: 2D

Force Sensitive: N

Force Points: 1

Dark Side Points: 0

Character Points: 1

Move: 10

Equipment:   DC-15A Blaster Carbine (5D), TK Stormtrooper Armour (+1D vs Energy, +2D vs Physical, -

1D to Dexterity)

Description: TK-343 was a TK stormtrooper in service to the Galactic Empire early during its reign.

Around 18 BBY, they traveled as part of a small squad to Mount Tantiss on the planet Weyland; however,

their shuttle was hit by lightning on final approach and crashed in the jungle outside the Imperial

perimeter. TK-343 then contacted Mount Tantiss via comlink and requested back up, but none was sent

and the trooper was killed by creatures of the jungle.

Biography

TK-343 was the designation of a TK stormtrooper that served in the Stormtrooper Corps of the Galactic

Empire. In around 18 BBY, they traveled as part of a small three person squad on board the Nu-class

attack/transport shuttle designated Shuttle 135 to the secret Imperial facility at Mount Tantiss on the

planet Weyland; however, during the shuttle's final approach toward the mountain it was struck by



lightning during a storm, which left its systems unresponsive.

Unable to restore power to the ship, Shuttle 135's pilot warned TK-343 and the other passengers stood in

the shuttle's hold that they were going to crash. The vessel hit the ground in the jungle of sector four

outside the perimeter of Mount Tantiss, but TK-343 and their squadmates survived the impact and

staggered out of the vehicle after the pilot lowered the shuttle's ramp. Joined on the ground by the pilot,

TK-343 then tried to establish contact with Mount Tantiss via comlink before another trooper suggested

they move quickly, as the jungle was inhabited by dangerous creatures. TK-343 dismissed the threat,

replying that Mount Tantiss's lurca hounds kept the threats at bay, but as the other trooper explained that

the hounds were not effective this far from the base just as the group was interrupted by a growl from the

treeline.

As the squad aimed their DC-15A blaster carbines in the direction of the noise, TK-343 contacted Mount

Tantiss again and requested backup. The squad were then attacked by creatures, which they opened fire

upon. At the base, Doctor Royce Hemlock listened to the sounds of the lost squad's blaster fire and TK-

343's screams and ordered an Imperial technician not to send a recovery team, as the troopers were

already good as dead if they were beyond the perimeter. The creatures of the jungle then killed TK-343

and the shuttle's other occupants.

Equipment

TK-343 wore white TK stormtrooper armor and used a DC-15A blaster carbine and a comlink. 
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